ADULT SCORER GUIDELINES FOR WHEAT MONTANA JUNIOR TOUR EVENTSFirst of all, let me say "Thank you" for helping with the tournament today.  All participating junior golfers are expected to have a grasp of the BASIC RULES of the game.  You are responsible for being a MARKER (scorer) today.  With that in mind, here are the expectations for play. 1.  You will be responsible for keeping the score for each player in your group so, you should become familiar with each junior.2.  If a player has not reached the green in 8 strokes, INCLUDING PENALTY STROKES, have him/her pick up their ball and place it on the front of the green and finish putting (up to 4 putt strokes).  This format is used for ALL age groups.  3.  Try to keep the junior players MOVING and to play without DELAY.  Nine holes should be played in about 2 hours.  Keep your group up with the group ahead of you.  You may have to strongly encourage the juniors to get going.  A group out of position (a hole or more behind) MAY be given a 2 stroke penalty.  As ALWAYS use POSITIVE encouragement to move the group.  4.  BAD LANGUAGE and CLUB THROWING will NOT be tolerated and will result in a 2 stroke penalty.  Catch this early, PLEASE!!!!!5.  Make sure each junior REPLACES DIVOTS in the fairway and fixes BALL MARKS on the green.  6.  Closest to the flagstick putts FIRST and it should be a continuous putt until the player putts the ball in the hole.  (in other words, do not mark balls on the green)  This speeds up play!!!!  Make sure you pull the flagstick when putting on the green.  7.  IF a young player (ages 10-11) cannot make it over a WATER HAZARD, he/she can take a 1 stroke penalty and move to the other side of the hazard and continue with the hole.  8.  If you have a problem where a rule is not clear, have the player play TWO balls to complete the hole.  Keep score for both balls & explain it to the RULES COMMITTEE upon completion of play.  9.  NO CELL PHONES OR ELECTRONIC DEVICES WILL BE ALLOWED DURING PLAY!!!!
